Fence parts diagram

There are many, many styles for wooden fences , as indicated by the many names used to
describe different styles , such as stockade, picket, lattice, post-and-rail, shadow box,
scalloped, classic, and solid board. But despite all these style differences, all fences built for
privacy share basic components. Understanding these components will help you build, repair,
and maintain your wooden fence. Whatever their visual style, wooden "privacy" fences
designed principally to block the viewâ€”either to shield people inside the fence from viewing
unpleasant outside views or to keep your yard private from outside viewers. Traditionally, a
wooden privacy fence includes three basic components:. These are vertical components rooted
firmly in the earth, often made from 4 x 4 or 6 x 6 lumber. Properly set fence posts will hold all
the other components of the fence in place. They are the foundation for your wooden fence, and
considerable care needs to go into their selection and installation. And because posts are the
components in actual contact with the ground, these are the parts most susceptible to rot and
decay. For this reason, they are often made from pressure-treated lumber, or a wood species
with natural resistance to decay, such as redwood or cedar. As fences age, decay of the posts
is quite common, and a common fence repair is replacing one or more posts. Decay of many
posts is sometimes the signal that an entire fence needs to be replaced. Posts sometimes stand
only as high as the tops of the in-fill fence panels. In other wooden fence styles, the posts are
allowed to extend above the in-fill panels. In the latter case, adding finials ornamental caps is an
option to improve appearance, especially for fences performing a decorative, as well as a
practical function. Rails are the horizontal structural members of the fence running parallel to
the ground, which do the spanning work in wooden fences, connecting one post to the next.
Top and bottom rails are almost always found in wooden fence styles; many will also have
middle rails. The horizontal rails provide the attachment points for the vertical in-fill panels or
boards, and their strength is essential to the overall strength and durability of the entire fence.
In some fence styles, there is also a "cap rail" that covers the top of the posts and in-fill panels
across the entire length of the wooden fence. Sturdy attachment to the posts is the key to
successful rail installation and a long-lasting fence. Ongoing fence maintenance often involves
inspection and repair of these connection points where the rails join the posts. The vertical
panels or boards are the chief screening component in any wooden privacy fence. This in-fill
can be built by hand from individual boards attached to the rails, but more often in modern
fences, the in-fill consists of prefabricated panels that are purchased intact and attached to a
post-and-rail framework already installed. Sometimes the panels integrate their own horizontal
rails, in which case the entire panel is simply attached between the posts or to the front face of
the posts, simplifying construction. In other construction methods, the panels or individual
boards are attached to one side of the horizontal rails already erected between the posts. The
in-fill panels or boards can form a more-or-less solid screen that completely obstructs the view,
or they can form a semi-transparent screen such as that offered by traditional picket fences,
lattice fence panels, or staggered board fences, such as in shadow-box styles. Because the
in-fill panels or boards are the most visible part of a privacy fence, this is the component that
gets most of the maintenance and repair attention. Wooden fences need annual inspection and
regular repainting or re-staining in order to maintain their appearance. New styles of vinyl
fencing have been introduced largely to eliminate the frequent maintenance required by wooden
fences. Many of the same styles found in wooden fences are now achievable with vinyl fencing
materials. Where the in-fill panels or boards are omitted altogether, or where the individual in-fill
boards are widely spaced so as to offer no real privacy screen, the fence ceases to be a privacy
fence and instead serves a mostly decorative function. The many different styles of picket fence
are among those that serve as a decorative function. In these, the individual vertical boards are
spaced quite wide apart. These fences are usually named according to the shape of the
individual pickets, such as common picket, gothic picket, and dog-eared picket. Another style of
fence omits the in-fill panels or boards altogether. This type of fence is often known simply as a
post-and-rail fence , and it is quite common in purely decorative fences or those used to corral
horses or other livestock. Ranch-style rambler homes and farms, for example, often make use
of post-and-rail fences. Sometimes, the choice of fence design is driven exclusively by the
desired function. At the most basic level, this means deciding if the fence exists primarily to
provide security and privacy screening, or if it serves a mostly decorative function. Often,
though, there is a marriage between form and functionâ€”the particular style of a privacy fence
can be chosen based on the aesthetic appeal in the landscape. Modernistic houses, for
example, are complemented nicely by the sleek lines of iron and aluminum fences, while
spit-rail and post-and-rail fences go better with ranch-style homes. Wooden picket fences are a
natural fit for homes with a cottage-style look. When choosing a fence, you also need to be
sensitive to the impact that a fence can have on plants in a landscape. Almost all fences will
have some influence on plants growing in their vicinity. A solid privacy fence will not only

provide shelter from the wind, but it also will cast shade that will allow certain shade plants to
thrive while making it hard to grow sun lovers. Only "loose and airy" fence designs, such as
split-rail or certain post-and-rail fences, will not have some kind of " microclimate " effect in a
garden. Related Topics. Read More. Are you looking for fence parts? Wholesale Fence
Distributors is a fence supply company that has been providing fence parts and a wide variety
of other fencing products for fencing contractors, homeowners and home remodelers for many
years with a high level of expertise and customer satisfaction. Our wholesale fence distribution
center has a vast inventory of fencing products and parts such as fence posts, fence caps,
fence covers and more. We carry vinyl fence products for various types of fencing from leading
fence manufacturers and distributors including but not limited to vinyl fence products, PVC
fence products, chain link fence products, aluminum fence products, wood fence products,
privacy fence products, and more. Wholesale Fence Distributors has special equipment that
allows us to customize fence products and parts as well. Not sure of the brand, part number or
size product you need? Not a problem. Our fence professionals have many years of experience
in the fencing industry and will help you get the right fence product for your specific needs and
at an affordable price. Wholesale Fence Distributors carries a wide variety of fence items in
stock at competitive prices so rest assured you can find the right item for the right price when
you shop with us. For more information about our fence parts or our other wholesale fence
products, call our knowledgeable fence experts at Wholesale Fence Distributors today at
Customer Support Line Customer Login X. Fence Parts Are you looking for fence parts?
Contact Us. Wholesale Fence Distributors Blog. Posts are the backbone of a wood fence. They
sit vertically and are set into the ground with concrete. Properly set posts ensure a stable fence.
Wood fence posts are typically 4x4 3. The post height will vary depending on the height of the
fence. Keep in mind, the total post height is the fence height plus the amount of post that needs
to be buried in the ground. Backer rails, sometimes called fence rails or fence stringers, run
horizontally from post to post. They connect to the posts with fasteners and are the fence
components to which the pickets are attached. Depending on the fence height and style, there
may be two or three backer rails running between each set of posts. Because the backer rails
span from post to post, the length depends on how far apart the posts are spaced. Pickets, also
called slats or boards, attach to the backer rails with nails or screws. They make up the body of
the fence and are therefore the most visible component of the fence project. Pickets are
available in multiple top styles such as dog ear, flat top and french gothic. Picket sizes are often
labeled in nominal dimensions ex. You can purchase backer rails and pickets separately , or
may opt for a prebuilt or preassembled fence panel. With a prebuilt panel, the pickets are
already attached to the backer rails. This saves time and energy during installation, but you may
sacrifice some flexibility. In addition to posts, backer rails and pickets, there are optional
components that add function or style to your fence. What are the components of a wood
fence? Most residential privacy or spaced picket fences are made up of three main components:
Posts, Backer Rails and Pickets. Posts Posts are the backbone of a wood fence. Backer Rails
Backer rails, sometimes called fence rails or fence stringers, run horizontally from post to post.
Pickets Pickets, also called slats or boards, attach to the backer rails with nails or screws. Parts
of a Wood Fence A note on prebuilt fence panels You can purchase backer rails and pickets
separately , or may opt for a prebuilt or preassembled fence panel. Add-On Fence Components
In addition to posts, backer rails and pickets, there are optional components that add function
or style to your fence. Post Toppers - Post finials and post caps are separate pieces that attach
to the top of your post. They are a simple, DIY-friendly way to add style to your fence project.
Gates - Gates add a secure, convenient access to your fenced-in yard. You can build your own
custom gate or purchase a prebuilt one to complement your fence. Kick board - A kick board is
a 2x6 or 2x8 piece of wood that runs along the base of your fence for a finished look and added
protection. Cap board - A cap board is also a 2x6 or 2x8 piece of wood that runs flat along the
top of your posts and pickets. Trim board - Trim board are added to fence panels to create a
finished look around the face of the fence. Learn even more about wood fence by hopping over
to our Wood Fence Projects Home. Raised Garden Beds vs. Elevated Garden Planters. Vinyl
Raised Garden Bed. Elevated Garden Planter. Picket Top. Closed Picket. Open Picket. Scalloped
Picket. Ranch Rail. By offering a wide array of various styles and design options, our clients can
create a fence that increases the value of their home by adding privacy, protection, and
aesthetic flair. DIY Vinyl Products offers stylish amenities such as:. Are you searching for a
solution that gives your home and yard a dignified, stylish look and quality privacy and
protection? Come to DIY Vinyl Products today and check out our inventory of vinyl fence parts
to customize a style that works for your wants and n
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eeds. Contact us for more info. Lattice Top. Posts: With five different post options, you can
design anything from a moderate stand-alone fence to an extensive multi-directional fence, all
while maintaining durability and functionality. Caps: Give your fence a clean, finished looks with
various cap styles to go with your posts. Gates: With gates ranging from 3-feet to 6-feet wide,
you can add a touch of stylish accessibility wherever your needs require. Fence Style You Want
By offering a wide array of various styles and design options, our clients can create a fence that
increases the value of their home by adding privacy, protection, and aesthetic flair. Start
Designing Today Are you searching for a solution that gives your home and yard a dignified,
stylish look and quality privacy and protection? Find it here! Our easy to assemble,
pre-fabricated "fence system" can be delivered to your project site instantly with easy to follow
instructions. Contact Us Email: sales diyvinylproducts.

